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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we shall establish some new criteria for the oscillation of functional 
differential equations of the form 
x(-)(t) + (-1)"F (t,x(g(t)), %(h(t))) = 0 
via comparing it with some other functional differential equations of the same or lower order whose 
oscillatory behavior is known. (~ 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the functional differential equation 
x(n)(t) + ( -1)nF (t,x(g(t)), dx (h( t ) ) )  =O , (E) 
where g, h : [to, oc) --, R = ( -co ,  co), t _> to, and F : [to, co) × R: --* R are continuous, h(t) <_ t, 
h'(t) > 0 for t >_ to, h(t) ~ oo, and g(t) -~ co as t --* co. We shall assume the following. 
(P) There exists a continuous function q : [to, co) - ,  [0, co), q(t) ~ 0 for all large t and positive 
real numbers c and c* such that  
F(t ,x,y)  sgn x >= (t)lxlC*ly[ c, for xy ~ 0 and t > to. 
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In what follows, we shall consider only the nonconstant solutions of (E) which are defined for 
all large t. The oscillatory behavior is considered in the usual sense, i.e., a solution of (E) is 
called oscillatory if it has no last zero, otherwise, it is called nonosciUatory. Equation (E) is said 
to be oscillatory if all of its nonconstant solutions are oscillatory. 
The problem of obtaining sufficient conditions to ensure that all solutions of certain classes 
of n th order functional differential equations with deviating arguments are oscillatory has been 
studied by a number of researchers. A large portion of these results have been for the equations 
of the form 
x(~)(t) + 5F(t, x(g(t) ) = 0, (El) 
where 5 = -t-1 and the function F satisfies a condition of type (P). For typical results for equa- 
tion (E,), we refer the readers to the papers [1-8] and the references therein. Results on the 
oscillatory behavior of solutions of (El) have been recently [3,9-11] extended to equations of the 
form 
x(n)(t) + (-1)np(t)x(n-1)(t + h) + F(t, x(g(t))) = 0, (E2) 
where h = 0 if n is even and h > 0 if n is odd, and to equations of the type (E) when n is even 
and the deviating arguments are some constants [12]. 
In this paper, we shall offer some criteria for the oscillation of (E) via comparing it with some 
functional differential equations of the same or lower order whose oscillatory behavior is known. 
The results presented in Section 3 are concerned with the oscillation of (E) when n is even. 
The obtained results extend and improve results established in [12]. Section 4 deals with the 
oscillation of (E) when n is odd. These results appear to be new in the literature. To dwell upon 
the importance of our results, two examples are also illustrated. 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
We shall need the following. 
LEMMA 1. (See [5].) Let u be a positive and n-times differentiable function on [to, co). I f  u (n) 
is of constant sign and not identically zero on any interval [t*, co) for some t* > to, then there 
exist a t~ > to and an integer m, 0 < m < n with n + m even for u (n) nomaegative or n + m odd 
for u (n) nonpositive and such that for t > t,,, 
u(k)(t) > O, O < k < m and (--1)m+ku(k)(t) > O, m < k < n. 
LEMMA 2. (See [13].) Let u be as in Lemma 1. In addition, let limt_.~ u(t) # 0 and u(n-1)(t)u (n) 
(t) _< 0 t'or every t >_ tu, then for every b, 0 < b < 1, the following hold: 
b tn_lu(n_l)(t), for all large t. u(t) _> (n-  1)--------7 
, 
THEOREM 1. 
a~, 0 < ai < 1, i ---- 1, 2, the equations 
y'(t) + (n 1)~'~-n (h(t))(~-~)'nH(t)q(t)ly(h(t))l'~ sgn y(h(t)) = 0 (1) 
and 
where c+ c* = m <_ 1 and H ( t ) = (h(t)) c" ( h' ( t ) ) e are oscillatory, then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
OSCILLATION FOR EVEN ORDER EQUATIONS 
Let in addition to condition (P), h(t) <_ g(t) <_ t for t >_ to. b-hrther, let for every 
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PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t > to _> 0. By Lemma 1, 
there exists a tl _> to such that x(n-l)(t) > 0 and x~(t) > 0 for t > tl. We distinguish the 
following two cases: 
(I) x(")(t) <_ O, x(n-1)(t) > 0, . . . ,  x"(t) > 0 and x'(t) > 0 for t _> tl, 
(II) x(n)(t) <_ O, x(n-1)(t) > 0,. . . ,  x"(t) < 0 and x'(t) > 0 for t >_ tl. 
Assume (I) holds. By Lemma 2, there exist t2 _> tl and bi, 0 < bi < 1, i = 1,2, such that for 
t>_t2 
and 
b ,  
x(g(t)) > x(h(t)) > ----:-~,~(h(t))n-lx(n-1)(h(t)) 
- -  - -  (n  -l],. 
dx(h(t ) )  = x'(h(t))h'(t) >_ (n b_--22)! (h(t))"-2h'(t)x("-l)(h(t)). 
(3) 
(4) 
Using (P), (3), and (4) in equation (E), we get 
c* b2 ) c x(n)(t)-~-((nb-'~ll),) ((n:2)[_ (h(t))(n-2)mg(t)q(t)  x(n-1)(h(t))lm ~-0' t ~-t2" 
Setting w(t) = x(n-1)(t), t _> t2, we obtain 
w'(t) + ( (n  - 1)!) c" ( (n  - 2 ) !F  (h(t))(n-2)mH(t)q(t)(w(h(t)))'~ < O, t >_ t2. (5) 
Integrating (5) from t to T > t > t2 and letting T --* c~, we find 
bl b2 w(t) > (n - 1) c* ((n - 2)[) m (h(s))(n-2)mH(s)q(s)(w(h(s))) mds. 
The function w(t) = x(n-1)(t) is clearly strictly decreasing for t > t2. Hence, by Theorem 1, 
in [17] there exists a positive solution y(t) of (1) with y(t) --* 0 as t --~ c~. But, this contradicts 
the assumptions of our theorem. 
Assume (II) holds. By Lemma 2, there exists a T1 _> tl and a constant b, 0 < b < 1 such that 
x(g(t)) > x(h(t)) >_ bh(t)x'(h(t)), for t > T1. (6) 
Using (P) and (6) in (E) and setting v(t) : x'(t) for t > T1, we get 
v(n-1)(t) + bc*g(t)q(t)(v(h(t))) m <_ O, for t > T1. (7) 
It is clear that the function v(t) satisfies 
( -1) iv( i ) ( t )>0,  0<i<n-1 ,  and >_T1. (8) 
Now by Lemma 1, in [8] there exists a T >_ T1 such that 
v(h(t)) > , v ("-~) t+ (t) fo rT  < h(t) < t+h(t )  . . . .  ~ (9) 
Thus, (7) takes the form 
- h(t))(n-2)'~H(t)q(t) u 2 (t) _< 0, t _> T, (10) ut(t) + 
where u(t) = v(n-2)(t), t >_ T. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Case (I). | 
Now we apply the results of [14] and [15] to Theorem 1 and obtain the following. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let Condition (P) hold and h(t) <_ g(t) < t for t > to. I [m = c+ c* = 1, then 
' - 1) (n  - 2)!  
l iminf f (h(s))n-2H(s)q(s)ds > (n)  
t--*oo dh(t) e 
and 
lira inf ft 2n-2(n - 2)[ 
t--*oo J(t+h(t))/2 (s -- h(s))n-2H(s)q(s) ds > e "' 




°°(s - = c~ (14) h(s))(n-2)mH(s)q(s) ds 
imply that equation (E) is oscillatory. 
In Theorem 1, if we let B = min{al,a2}, and 
Q(t)=min~(h(t))  (n-2)m ( t -h ( t ) )  (n-2)m } 
[ (n-1)c" ' 
then we have the following oscillation criterion. 
THEOREM 1'. Let Condition (P) hold and h(t) < g(t) < t for t > to. If for every B, 0 < B < 1, 
equation 
w'(t)+ [((n-B)l)m]O(t)H(t)q(t) w( t+h( t ) )  m sgnw(t+h( t ) )  =O (15) 
is oscillatory, then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
Theorems 1 and 1' and Corollary 1 are applicable to equations of type (E) only when m = 
c + c* < 1. Our next result provides ufficient conditions for the oscillation of (E) when c < 1 
and c* < 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let Condition (P) hold and g(t) < t and g'(t) > 0 for t > to. If for every positive 
constants Bi, i = 1,2, the equations 
y'(t) + i( n _ 1)!) c (h'(t)) ~ (g(t))(n-1)~'q(t)ly(g(t))l ~" sgn y(g(t)) = o (16) 
z'(t) + [ B2 
are oscillatory, then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t > to _> 0. As in Theorem 1, 
we have Cases (I) and (II) for t _> tl. 
Assume (I) holds. Then there exists a t2 _> tl and positive constants b and C such that 
dx(h(t)) > Ch'(t), for t > t2 (18) 
f °°(h(s))(n-2)mH(s)q(s) d  = oo (13) 
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and b 
xCgCt)) _> __ (n  -~.W (g(t))'~-Ix(n-1)(gCt)), for t >_ t2. (19) 
Using (P), (18), and (19) in (E), we get 
[ c2C .] (h'Ct))°(g(t))C"-l)C'q(t)(w(g(t))) c" _< 0, t _> t2, 
w'( t )  + L ( (n  - 1)[) c 
where w(t) = x(n-1)( t ) ,  t > t2. NOW proceeding as in Theorem 1(I), we obtain the desired 
contradiction. 
Assume (II) holds. Then there exist a T >_ tl and a positive constant C1 such that (9) holds 
and 
X(g(t)) ~> Ca, for t _> T. (20) 
Thus, (10) takes the form 
u'(t) + L(2,_2(n_ 2)!)~ (t - h(t))(n-2)C(h'(t))Cq(t) u < O, t >_ T. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem l(II). | 
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for the oscillation of (E) when c and c* 
are arbitrary constants. 
THEOREM 3. Let condition (P) hold, g(t) <_ t and g'(t) >_ 0 for t >_ to. I f  for every positive 
constants Bi, i --- 1,2, the equation 
y(n)(t) + B1 (h'(t) ) c q(t) ly(g(t))l':" sgn y(g(t)) = o (21) 
is oscillatory, and every bounded solution of the equation 
z(n-1)(t) + B2 (h'(t)) c q(t) [z(h(t) )[ c sgn z(h(t)) = 0 (22) 
is oscillatory, then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t >_ to _> 0. As in Theorem 1, 
Cases (I) and (II) for t >_ tl _> to hold. 
In Case (I), (18) holds for t >_ t2 _> tl. Thus, equation (E) leads to 
x(n)(t) + C c" (h'(t)) c q(t)(x(g(t))) c" <_ O, for t > t2. 
However, then by a result of Foster and Grimmer [17], the equation 
x(n)(t) + C c• (h'(t)) c q(t)(x(g(t))) c• = 0 
has a positive solution, which is a contradiction. 
If (II) holds, then (20) is satisfied for t _> T _> tl, and hence, we have 
v(n-1)(t) + (C,h'(t))Cq(t)(v(h(t))) c <_ O, for t _> T, (23) 
where v(t) = x'(t) and (8) holds for t >_ T. Integrating (23), (n - 1)-times from t to T* >_ T, 
using (8) and letting T* --* oo, we have 
(s - t) 
v(t) > C~ -(n--~)[ (h'(s))Cq(s)(v(h(s)))Cds" 
The function v(t) is positive and strictly decreasing on [T, oo). Thus, Theorem 1 in [15] ensures 
the existence of positive solution z of equation (22) with limt-.c~ z(t) = 0, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof. | 
For the oscillatory behavior of all bounded solutions of (E), one can easily extract he following 
result. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let condition (P) hold and h(t) < g(t) < t for t > to. Moreover, assume that 
equation (2) is oscillatory for every constant a2, 0 < a2 < 1, or every bounded solution of 
equation (22) is oscillatory for every B2 > 0. Then ali bounded solutions of (E) are oscillatory. 
The above results are not directly applicable to equations of type (El) when n is even and the 
function F satisfies condition (P) with c = 0. However, in this case also, we can employ the same 
technique to obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. Let condition (P) hold with c = 0 and assume that there exists a nondecreasing 
continuousfunction g* : [t0, oo) ~ (0, oo) such that g*(t) <_ min{t,g(t)}. Iffor everyb, 0 < b < 1, 
equation 
b . 
y'(t) + _ [((n -'1)!) c . ] (g*(t) (n-1)c" [Y (g*(t) )]C" sgn y (g*(t) ) = 0 (24) 
is oscillatory, then equation (E) (or (El) with a = 1) is oscillatory. 
The following example illustrates the importance of our results. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
x(n)(t)+q(t) x (~)e*  ~x(2)c  sgnx(2)=0,  te l ,  (25) 
where q : [1, oo) --* (0, c~) is continuous and c and c* are positive constants. We consider the 
following cases. 
(i) Let c + c* = m < 1. From Theorem 1, equation (25) is oscillatory if for every al and 
a2 • 0, the equations 
and 
z'(t) q-['(22n_3( a2_ 2),)m] t(n-2lm+c*q(t) z (3_~) m sgnz (~)=0 
are oscillatory. Also, (25) is oscillatory by Corollary 1, if we take q(t) = t - (n -2 )m-c* -k ,  
where k is a constant, 0 < k < 1 when m = 1 or k - -  1 when m < 1. 
(ii) Let c < 1 and c* < 1. Then by Theorem 2, equation (25) is oscillatory if for every positive 
constants B1 and B2, the equations 
and 
are oscillatory. We also note that (25) is oscillatory if we take q(t) = t n-2-k, 0 < k < 1 
when c = c* = 1, and q(t) = (1/t)min{t(n-1)c*,t(n-2)e}, t > 1 when c* < 1 and c < 1. 
(iii) For any c* > 0 and c _< 1, we can apply Theorem 3 and conclude that (25) is oscillatory 
if for every positive constants dl and d2, the equations 
Y(n) ( t )+(~)  q(t) Y (2 )  c* sgnY(2)  __0 
and 
0 
are oscillatory. We can also select the function q(t) depending on c and c* and apply 
results of [3-6] to establish the oscillatory behavior of (25). 
Finally, we remark that the oscillation results presented in [12] and other known oscillatory 
criteria in the literature are not applicable to equation (25). 
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4. OSCILLAT ION FOR ODD ORDER EQUATIONS 
THEOREM 4. Let condition (P) hold, g'(t) >_ 0 and g(t) >_ t for t >_ to. If for every positive 
constants as, i = 1, 2, 3, the equations 
and 
are oscillatory, and the differential inequality 
x sgn w _> 0 
has no eventually positive solution, then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t >_ to >_ 0. By Lemma 1, 
there exists a tl _> to such that x'(t) > 0 for t >_ tl. We need to consider the following three 
cases :  
(i) x(")(t) >_ o, z("- l)(t)  < o, z("-2) (t) > o, . . . ,~"(t )  < o, t _> tl, 
(ii) x(n)(t) >_ 0, x(n-1)(t) < O,...,xt'(t) > O, t > tl, 
(iii) x(O(t) > O, 0 < i < n and t > tl. 
Assume (i) holds. Since x(t) is an increasing function for t >_ tl, there exist a t2 _> tl and a 
positive constant k such that 
x(g(t)) > k, for t > t2. (29) 
Using condition (P) and (29) in (E), we get 
x(~)(t) >_ kC*q(t) ~x(h(t))  , for t _> t2. (30) 
Setting v(t) = x'(t), t >_ t2 to obtain 
* i v('~-l)(t) >_ k ~ q(t)(h (t))~(v(h(t))) ~, for t >_ t2. (31) 
By Lemma 1 in [8], there exists a ta _> t2 such that 
( t -h( t ) )n -2  (_v(n-2) ( t  
= 2n-2(n - 2)! z , _ 
where z(t) = -v('~-2)(t) > 0 for t > tl. Thus, inequality (31) can be written as 
[ ] k c" t + h(t) < 0, for t > t3. z'(t)+ (2n_2(-~-_2)1)c ((t-h(t))n-2h'(t))Cq(t) z 2 - - 
Now proceeding as in Theorem I(I), we find the desired contradiction. 
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Assume (ii) holds. As in (i), we obtain (29) for t > t2. By Lemma 2, there exist a TI _> t2 and 
a positive constant b, 0 < b < 1 such that 
x(h(t))=x'(h(t))h'(t)>_ (n -2 ) !  ' 
Thus, 
(h(t))n-2h'(t)x(n-2)(h(t)), t >_ T1. 
u"(t) > [((n - 2)!)eJ ((h(t))"-2h'(t))eq(t)(u(h(t)))e' t >_ T1, (33) 
where u(t) = x(n-2)(t) > 0 for t _> T1. Next, by Lemma 1 in [8], there exists a T2 _> T1 such that 
u(h(t))>_ (t-h(t))2 ( -u ' ( t+h( t ) ) )  , fort>_ T2, 
and consequently, (33) leads to 
w'(t) + [(2(n - 2)!)eJ 
where w(t) = -u'(t) > 0 for t > T2. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem l(I). 
Finally, assume (iii) holds. Then, there exist a T* > tl and a positive constant B such that 
dx(h(t)) > B(h(t))n-2h'(t), for t _> T*, 
and hence, equation (E) gives 
x(n)(t) >_ B e (h(t))n-2h'(t))eq(t)(x(g(t))) e*, for t _> T*. (34) 
Let T > T*. From Taylor's formula 
(u - v) i x( 0 (v~ + f "  n-l~ 1 (u - t)n-lx(n)(t) dt, X(U) 
i~  " (n 1)------~ Jv i=0  
Case (iii) leads to 
X(U) ~__ (U --v)n--lx(n_I)(v ) for U > v > T. 
(n - 1)! 
Putting u -- g(t) and v = (t + g(t))/2 in the above inequality, we get 
(g(t) - t) n-1 ( t + g(t) ) t + g(t) > T. 
x(g(t)) > 
- 2n - l (n  - 1)! x (n -1 )  2 , g( t )  >_ T - (35) 
Using (35) in (34), we obtain 
W~(t) >_ [.(2n_l(B~ 1),)e. ] ((h(t))n-2h'(t)) e (g(t) -t)(n-1)C*q(t) (W ( t+: ( t )  ) ) e• , 
for t ~ T, 
where W(t) = x (n-l) (t) is a positive solution for t _ T of the above inequality, a contradiction 
to our assumption. This completes the proof. | 
If we let a = min{al,a2} and 
Q(t):min{(h'(t)(t~nh--(2t))n-2)e,(h'(t)(t-h(~))(h(t))n-2)2}, 
then Theorem 4 can be restated as follows. 
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THEOREM 4'. Let condition (P) hold, g'(t) >_ 0 and g(t) >_ t for t >_ to. If for every positive 
constants a and a3, the equation 
((.-2),)os 2 ) sgn. 2 )=0 (36) 
is oscillatory, and the inequality (28) has no eventually positive solution, then equation (E) is 
osciflatory. 
THEOREM 5. Let condition (P) hold, g~(t) >_ 0 and g(t) >_ t fort >_ to. If for all positive constants 
a 1 and a3, equation (26) is oscillatory and the inequality (28) has no eventually positive solution, 
and oo 
i s --- oo, (37) (h'(s)) c q(s) ds 
then equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t _> to _> 0. We proceed 
as in Theorem 4 and only consider Case (ii). Since x"(t) > O, x'(t) > 0 for t _> tl, there exist a 
T >_ tl and positive constants dl and d2 such that 
x(g(t)) >_ dl and ~x(h(t)) > d2h'(t), for t _> T. (38) 
We multiply equation (E) by t, use condition (P) and (38) and integrate from T to t _> T, to 
obtain 
Ii li tx(n-1)(t) _ x(n-1)(s)ds >_ N+dT"d ~ s(h'(s))Cq(s)ds, 
where N is a real number. Now by (37), we get 
lim [tx(~-l)(t)- x(~-2)(t)] = c¢, 
t--~OO 
and thus, by Lemma 1 in [7], we find that x(n -1) ( t )  --+ CO as t --} 00, a contradiction. This 
completes the proof, il 
THEOREM 6. Let condition (P) hold, g'(t) >_ 0 and g(t) > t for t > to. H for every positive 
constants al, 32, and 33, the bounded solutions of the equations 
y("-l)(t) - al (h'(t)) ~ q(t)ly(h(t))l c sgn y(h(t)) = 0, (39) 
z"(t) - ((n--2)!) c ((h(t))'~-2h'(s))~q(t)[z(h(t))Jc sgnz(h(t)) = 0 (40) 
are oscillatory and the inequality (28) has no eventually positive solution, then (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of (E), say x(t) > 0 for t _> to __ 0. As in Theorem 4, 
we have Cases (i)-(iii). The proof of Case (iii) is similar to that of Theorem 4(iii). Now we assume 
(i) holds. As in Theorem 4(i), we see that (29) holds for t >_ t2. Integrating (31), (n - 1) times 
from t to T > t > t2 and using the fact that (-1)iv(i)(t) > 0 for t _> t2 and 0 < i < n - 1, we 
have /oo  (s - t) "-2 
v(t) > k c" -(n-~)! (h'(s)) c q(s)(v(h(s))) c ds, t > t2. 
We proceed as in Theorem 3(II) and obtain the desired contradiction. Finally, we assume that (ii) 
holds. As in the proof of Theorem 4(ii), we note that (33) holds for t >_ T1. Once again, we 
integrate (33) from t to t* _> T1 and let T* ~ oo, to get 
[ k°'b° ] /<~ u(t) _> j (s - t) ( (h (s ) ) " -2h ' ( s ) )<q(s ) (u (h(s ) )Fds ,  t >_ T1. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3(II). | 
Next, we give some applications of our comparison theorems in order to illustrate their validity 
and demonstrate heir significance. More precisely, we apply the results of [14] and their analogs 
to advanced equations, and other results for first-order equations and/or inequalities appeared 
in [6], and state the following new criterion. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let Condition (P) hold, g~(t) >_ 0 and g(t) >_ t for t > to. I f  for all positive 
constants al,a2 and a3, 
l iminf rjt h'(s)(s - h(s))n-2q(s) ds > 
t---*oo J(twh(t))/2 
2n-2(n - 2)[ 
ale 
when c=l  (41) 
or 
/oo  (ff (s)(s - h(s))n-2)Cq(s) ds = oo, 
lim inf ft h'(s)(s - h(s))(h(s))n-2q(s) ds > 
t---*oo J(t+h(t))/2 
or 
(h ' ( s ) ( s  - q(s )= oo, h(s))(h(s))n-2) c ds 
and either 
when c < 1, 
2(n - 2)! 
a2e 
when c = 1 




lim inf f(t+g(t))/2 t-~oo Jt (h'(s)(h(s))n-2) c (g(s) - s)n- lq(s)ds > 
when c* = 1 and c > 0 
2n- l (n -  1)! 
a3e ' (45) 
or 
oo (g(s) - ~ ,  > c > 0, (46) F S)(n-1)c* ds when c* 1 and 
then (E) is oscillatory. 
The following result establishes the oscillation of all bounded solutions of equation (E). 
COROLLARY 5. Let condition (P) hold and assume that equation (26) is oscillatory for every 
constant al > O, or every bounded solution o[ (39) is oscillatory for every constant al > O. Then 
every bounded solution of equation (E) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a bounded and nonoscillatory solution of (E). Assume x(t) > 0 for t _> to _> 0. 
By Lemma 1, there exists a t I > t O such that (i) holds for t _> tl. Proceeding as in Theorem 4(i) 
or Theorem 6(i), we obtain the desired contradiction. | 
We note that the inequality (28) in Theorems 4-6 can be replaced by an equation of the same 
form. However, in such a case we need an analogous result similar to that of Theorem 1 in [17] 
for advanced type equations. We also note that the results of Section 4 are not directly applicable 
to equations of type (El) when n is odd, a = -1  and the function F satisfies condition (P) with 
c = 0. However, we can make use of techniques of the proofs employed here and obtain new 
criteria similar to those of Theorems 4-6. Finally, we illustrate the following example. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider equation 
sgn (3t~\2]=0, te l ,  (47) 
where c and c* are positive constants. All conditions of Corollary 4 are satisfied for 0 < c _< 1 
and c* _> 1, and hence, we conclude that (47) is oscillatory. It is interesting to note that the 
known oscillatory criteria are not applicable to equation (47). 
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